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Abstract
Generating plausible deformations of a character skin within the standard production pipeline is a challenge. This paper presents a volume preservation method dedicated to skinned characters. As usual, the character is defined by a skin mesh at some rest pose and an animation skeleton. At each animation step, skin deformations are first computed using standard SSD. Our method corrects the result using a set of local deformations which model the fold-over-free, constant volume behavior of soft tissues. This is done geometrically, without the need of any physically-based simulation. To make the method easily applicable, we also provide automatic ways to extract the local regions where volume is to be preserved and to compute adequate skinning weights, both based on the character’s morphology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction
Fast and realistic deformation of organic shapes is of major interest for the Computer Graphics industry. Such tools are needed for characters animations in movies, video games and other virtual environments. To ease the artists task, skin deformations should ideally be generated at interactive rates. They should also capture some natural behavior having a strong visual impact on the realism of deformation such as self-penetration avoidance and the generation of bulges and creases due to the deformation of muscles and fatty tissues.

Smooth skinning, also called Skeletal Subspace Deformation (SSD), is well suited to character animation thanks to its intuitive way of using the underlying skeleton motion and to its computational efficiency. In contrast with physically-based skinning techniques, SSD requires no specialized knowledge from the user such as the ability to tune simulation parameters. Moreover, computations are independent from one frame to the next, enabling the rendering of an animation sequence to be distributed among different processors or computers. However, this method suffers from
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Figure 1: Illustration of our method in a complex case. a) Input data: skinned mesh and skeleton. b) Automatic segmentation. c) Standard SSD. d) Our method where the volume is locally preserved (see belly and trunk).
many artifacts which may impair realism, such as an obvious loss of volume and a local fold-over when an articulation bends. Volume preservation is well known in Computer Graphics for making deformations look more natural. In particular, this property is essential for organic shapes (as in Figure 1), whose soft tissues are mostly made of water. Achieving a plausible result within the standard production pipeline - thus in a geometric way, with no further knowledge than the structure of the skeleton and its position with respect to the skin surface at rest - is a challenge. The goal of this work is to enhance the simple and widely used SSD technique with adapted volume preserving, fold-over free constraints, yielding natural looking animations without giving up the standard pipeline.

Our main contributions, detailed in Sections 3 to 5, are: a mathematical framework for restoring the volume of a closed mesh after any deformation while using maps to control the regions where the corrections mainly take place; a method for generating adapted correction maps, which prevent the local losses of volume due to SSD artifacts; and an extension to full characters, where the volume preservation method is applied to a set of local sub-volumes that are automatically extracted based on morphology. Although our method can be combined with user-defined skinning weights, we also provide an automatic way to compute them. As results show, our method corrects the main artifacts of SSD and achieves appealing visual results, such as plausible local bulges when neighboring skin parts are in contact due to extreme joint postures.

2. Related Work

Let us first review the recent advances in skinning techniques which inspired our work.

Smooth skinning (or SSD), which links a mesh to an underlying animation skeleton via a set of influence weights, is widely used for deforming organic shapes. In the production process, many computer artists specialized in character setup have acquired impressive skills for painting the weights associated with each skeleton element over the character mesh. To make the resulting deformations more plausible, they sometimes spend hours binding internal collision volumes to the skeleton, in combination with SSD. This insures that the local volume of soft tissues will not shrink too much in specific regions. In some cases, the volumes are animated depending on the skeleton posture, to restore bulging effects.

While the original SSD method was not published in literature, many papers addressed its artifacts in the last few years, aiming to alleviate the artist’s task. Most of these papers address the famous issue of volume shrinkage, also known as the “collapsing elbow” effect [LCF00], which occurs for large bending angles at joints. The improvements to the original method can be classified into two categories:

Firstly, example-based techniques interpolates between a set of deformed mesh poses [LCF00] or learn from them. An optimization process fits some parameters such as vector correction [KJP02], matrices of influences [WP02], or extra joints within in the skeleton [MG03]. This enables the skinning process to recreate visual effects such as bulges, if they were present in the training meshes. For instance Wang et al. [WPP07] propose a linear regression between triangle deformations of the mesh and the joint angles in the learning step to catch such effects. Some recent methods [JT05, SY07, DATTS08] automatically build the skeleton, joint motion and skinning weights from the deformed mesh at some typical poses or from a mesh animation. The major drawback of these methods is the need for training poses. When they cannot be captured on a real actor, creating these poses requires either tremendous effort from an artist, or to run a complex physical simulation on a volumetric version of the skin mesh. In both cases, the mesh and its associated skeleton at rest are not sufficient, and further human intervention is required.

The second family of approaches suggested improvements of the skinning calculation itself. This includes for instance the use of a medial axis [Blo02], rigidity preservation [SZT’07], non-linear interpolation of blending matrices [Ale02] or the use of quaternions [KZ05]. Compared with standard SSD, these methods can handle larger deformations and reduce the usual artifacts while calculation time remains acceptable for interactive use. However, volume preservation is not treated as a goal. It is worth noticing that these methods are using the same parameters as classical skinning. Therefore, the volume correction method we are presenting in this paper can be applied to any of them.

More recently, several impressive works promoted a better representation of surfaces. Laplacian coordinates are for example very well suited to mesh deformation [SCOLA04]. Application of such representations to SSD has been explored by Zhou et al. [ZHS’05]. The method ensures that the volume is almost preserved thanks to a volumetric tetrahedrization of the mesh. Exact global volume conservation is also performed by Huang et al. [HSL’06] at the expense of a large sparse matrix to be inverted at each deformation step. Still, volume conservation is performed globally, or requires the use of human interaction to specify some closed part where it has to be conserved. Therefore no local bulging effect can be observed. In contrast, we promote the idea that for being adapted to organic shapes, a volume preservation method should act locally. Moreover, we think that rather than asking a skilled user to manually specify regions of influence, these regions can be automatically computed from the character morphology.

Lastly, some recent work was inspired from constant volume space deformation. Using von Funck’s [FTS06] divergence-free vector field, Angelidis and Singh [AS07] generated a SSD-like deformation which is both fold-over...
free and volume preserving. The method is well suited to create bulges around deformed joints. However, its major limitation is the need for streamline integration at every vertex, which may affect speed for large meshes. Contrary to this approach, we first rely on standard SSD before applying a fast, local post-correction step which prevents fold-over and restores volume.

3. Locally controlled Volume Preservation

Preserving volume in character animation raises specific issues: this preservation should be local, being due to the specific nature of muscles and to the incompressibility of fatty tissues, in which deformations never propagate very far. This section introduces a general method for locally controlling the amount of volume-restoring deformation over a mesh. We rely on a correction map defined over the mesh to explicitly control the regions where the correction is to be applied.

3.1. Computing volume

Let \( S = (V, F) \) be a closed triangular mesh, surrounding an interior domain. \( V \) denotes the set of vertices, and \( F \) the set of oriented triangular faces. Let \( N = |V| \) be the number of vertices of \( S \). Its embedding \( p(S) \) maps any vertex \( k \) of \( S \) onto a position \( p_k \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), \( k = 1, \ldots, N \). It can be shown [LK84, HML99, HJCW06] that the exact expression of this oriented interior volume is given by the following trilinear functional

\[
V = \frac{1}{6} \sum_{(i,j,k) \in F} \left| z_i + z_j + z_k \right| \begin{vmatrix} x_j - x_i & x_k - x_i \\ y_j - y_i & y_k - y_i \\ z_j - y_i & z_k - y_i \end{vmatrix},
\]

where \( (x_k, y_k, z_k) \) are the coordinates of vertex \( p_k \). This formula can be interpreted geometrically (see Figure 2 a)).

Let us denote in the following: the mesh vertices after deformation by \( (3N) \)-vector \( p \) with \( p^T = (p_1^T, \ldots, p_N^T) \in \mathbb{R}^{3N} \) and the vertices of the rest pose by \( \tilde{p} \). Computing the volumes \( V(p) \) and \( V(\tilde{p}) \) for the rest pose and the deformed shape (after application of the SSD method) respectively, the global volume variation is given by \( \Delta V = V(p) - V(\tilde{p}) \).

Let us now assume that the deformed shape has been pointwise corrected by \( u^T = (u_1^T, \ldots, u_N^T) \in \mathbb{R}^{3N} \). In the cases where \( \|u\| \) is small enough, the non-linear volume functional can be linearized by using the following first order approximation:

\[
V(p + u) \simeq V(p) + \langle u, \nabla V(p) \rangle_{\mathbb{R}^N},
\]

where \( \langle , \rangle_{\mathbb{R}^N} \) denotes the dot product in \( \mathbb{R}^N \).

3.2. Efficiently correcting volume

In order to make the correction dependant on the local shape of the surface, we constrain the vector \( u \) to be normal to the deformed surface. Therefore, we are looking for a set of scalar values \( \rho = (\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_N) \) such that \( u = \rho n \) describes the volume correcting deformation, where \( n^T = (n_1^T, \ldots, n_N^T) \) is the set of unitary normal vectors and \( (\rho n)^T = (\rho n_1^T, \ldots, \rho N n_N^T) \).

The volume correction is expressed as the solution of a constrained minimization problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \min \|p\|^2_{\mathbb{R}^N} \\
& \text{subject to } V(p + \rho n) = V(\tilde{p}) \, .
\end{align*}
\]

Practically, we use the linearized expression (2) of the constraint. This is thus expressed as \( \langle 3n, \nabla V(p) \rangle_{\mathbb{R}^N} = \Delta V \). We provide in (Section 6) an error measurement of this approximation.

To increase efficiency, we derive a closed form solution for the volume correction coefficients \( \rho_k \) as follows: We use a Lagrange multiplier \( \lambda \) to solve equation 3. The minimization problem with the linearized volume constraint is equivalent to solve the unconstrained min-max problem with the energy functional \( E(p, \lambda) = \|p\|^2_{\mathbb{R}^N} - \lambda \langle 3n, \nabla V(p) \rangle_{\mathbb{R}^N} \). Solving this linear system for \( \rho_k \) at a vertex \( k \) leads to the closed form analytical solution given by:

\[
\rho_k = \Delta V \frac{\langle n_k, \nabla V(p_k) \rangle}{\sum_{j=1}^N \langle n_j, \nabla V(p_j) \rangle} \, .
\]

Practically, we compute the volume variation \( \Delta V \) and gradient \( \nabla V \) before adding the volume corrections to each vertex. Eq. (4) can then be evaluated with a dot product evaluation and a single division per vertex resulting in interactive rates.

**Figure 2:** a) The volume of a closed triangular mesh is computed by summing up the (signed) volumes of the prisms spanned by the mesh triangles and their projections onto the (xy) plane. b) Left: A constant radius cylinder has been deformed. Right: Naive volume-restoring generates a general inflation (most visible at the extremities). The center region stays artificially shrunken.

The result of the global volume correction presented above is shown in Figure 2 b). As expected, applying a uniform volume correction based on (3) only results in general inflation of the mesh. In case of skinned characters, this would not improve the shape after a loss of volume near a joint. A mechanism, presented next, is therefore needed to control the way volume-restoring displacement is distributed over the mesh during the process.
3.3. Taking a correction map into account

In order to get local volume corrections, let us introduce a local correction map $\gamma$. These $\gamma$-values are $N$ positive weights $(\gamma_i)_{i \in [1,N]}$ defined to localize in a more accurate way the volume correction.

Used in (3), the norm is now defined as: $\|p\|^2 := \sum_{k=1}^N \frac{\rho_k^2}{N}$. The resulting modification of the closed form solution is:

$$p_k = \Delta V \sum_{j=1}^N \gamma_j < n_j, \nabla V(p_j) > \sum_{j=1}^N \gamma_j < n_j, \nabla V(p_k) >^2.$$

(5)

The use of local maps does not affect the efficiency of computations, $\gamma_k$ being a predefined constant value. Note that, in order to preserve the smoothness of the shape after volume correction, the variations in the correction map have to be sufficiently smooth.

The next section presents two automatic methods to compute adapted local correction maps enhancing the realism of skinned characters.

4. Generating Volume Correction Maps for SSD

Although the correction map $\gamma$ controlling the distribution of volume-restoring displacements could directly be painted onto the surface by user interaction, providing an automatic method for generating it saves time and effort. This section explores method for computing correction maps adapted to smooth skinning. We build on the a priori knowledge on the regions where the loss of volume occurs in SSD and thus should be corrected, to generate these maps. Let us briefly review the SSD method.

4.1. Smooth skinning (SSD)

Let’s consider a triangulated surface $S$ of $N$ vertices defining the rest pose of the shape and an associated skeleton composed of a hierarchy of local frames. A bone is the segment linking two consecutive joints. The SSD algorithm calculates the deformed position of a vertex $p_k \in \mathbb{R}^3$ of $S$.

$$p_k = \sum_{i=1}^b \omega_{ki} T_i T_i^{-1} p_k,$$

(6)

where $b$ is the number of frames, $T_i$ is the transformation matrix of the frame $i$, and $T_i$ is the transformation matrix of the same frame at rest. The $(\omega_{ki})_{i \in [1,b]}$ are called “skinning weights”. They satisfy $\omega_{ki} \geq 0$ and $\sum_{i=1}^b \omega_{ki}$.

As a basic example, a cylinder is used all over this section to illustrate the behavior of standard SSD and the results we get using correction maps. The cylinder has a skeleton composed of two bones connected by one joint. A loss of volume of about 11% can be measured for a 90° bent when using classical SSD (see Figure 2 (left)).

4.2. First correction map: Rubber effect

To compensate the local loss of volume due to the collapsing elbow effect, the correction should be concentrated near joints. A first idea is to compute our correction map from the skinning weights $\omega_{kj}$; mesh parts corresponding to joints are regions where no skinning weight value is predominant over the others. On the opposite, regions influenced by a single bone will undergo very little deformation so no volume correction should be applied (see Figure 3 (a)). The gamma correction map can therefore be defined at a vertex $p_k$ as $\gamma_k = (1 - \max_0 \omega_{kj})^\alpha$, where $\alpha$ is a tilting parameter.

Figure 3 (b) shows the result of this approach: the deformation is now located near the joint. However, due to the radial nature of our volume corrections, it results on a plastic-looking deformation, as if the object was made of rubber. Although this visual effect can be useful to animate such a material, these results are not acceptable for organic shapes, which are the main target of skinning techniques.

4.3. Correction map for an organic behavior

In the case of real organic shapes, flesh compression due to the articulation of the skeleton results in a bulging behavior for the fatty tissues located between joints, with the effect...
being greater near them (look at your hand with your fingers bent). Moreover, skeletons of organic shapes are usually not centered, as underlined by Aujay et al. [AHLD07]. One can note that these natural bulges occur in the regions which are the further away from the skeleton, while regions located just over bones deform almost rigidly.

Let us consider from now on a non-centered skeleton in the cylinder example. We are looking for a correction map which corrects volume by deforming regions far away from the skeleton in priority, and thus will not act uniformly all around a joint. This new correction map can be defined for instance by

$$\gamma_k = (1 - \max_i o_{ki})^\alpha \left( \min_i d_{ki} \right)^\beta,$$

where $d_{ki}$ is the distance of the vertex $k$ to the bone $s$. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are tilting parameters.

Figure 4 depicts a result of this method. The result clearly shows the bulging effect due to the dependence of the correction map on the distance from the skeleton. The rubber effect is eliminated while the location of the correction remains close to the joint.

5. Extension to Full Characters

The method we have just defined captures the way organic shapes deform (the deformed cylinder in Figure 4 now behaves like a finger), but is not yet applicable to a full character: If we keep a global computation of volume variations, two opposite local variations could annihilate themselves and therefore remain uncorrected; moreover, it would be impossible to apply the correction locally, in the right region, since the volume computation would only output a single variation value.

We therefore propose an automatic way to segment an organic shape into a set of regions corresponding to the main muscle and fatty tissue areas, in which volume will be computed and locally corrected. We also use the regions to prevent skin fold-over between neighboring parts of the mesh. Before explaining how these regions and their volume are computed, let us give some attention to the way adequate skinning weights can be set in case they were not already defined by an artist.

5.1. Skinning weights

Very often, the only input we have for a character is a skin mesh. An automatic method such as [AHLD07] can then be used to extract an adapted animation skeleton. In such a case, we also use an automatic method for generating skinning weights.

Although any of the previous methods, such as those based on geodesic distance [MTG03] or on heat equation [CBDP05] could be used for generating skinning weights, we found out that a very simple geometric consideration, coherent with the observations on organic shapes we already made, gives sufficient results. Here is its outline: First, skinning weights are automatically defined using the minimum distance $d_{ki}$ from vertex $k$ to the segment defining the bone $s$ rather than distance to joint as usual. The skinning weights are expressed by $o_{ki} = \left( \frac{l_i}{l} \right) ^\alpha$, where $l_i$ is the bone length and $\alpha > 0$.

Since this simple computation depends on Euclidean distance rather than on structure (so that the skin over one finger would be influenced by the skeleton of the neighboring fingers), we set an influence weight value back to zero when the ray between the vertex and the bone, along which the closest distance was computed, crosses the mesh. (see figure 5). In order to avoid ray-tracing and intersection detection, we use a simple approximation by comparing the dot product between this ray and the surface normal. If the angle between these two directions is too small, the ray escapes the body domain. A heuristic is used for parts that cannot be reached from bones along rays which stay inside the body (such as the horn of a goat for which all weights would be zero): in this case, we consider this part of the mesh as a rigid part, and thus set to one the skinning weight associated with the closest bone.

In a last step, the skinning weights are normalized to one.

Note that our method results in almost rigid deformation of skin parts which are close to the skeleton, such as the back of the elephant, since the influence of the closest bone will

$$\alpha$$ Which is done because the local frames of the skeleton hierarchy are typically positioned at joints, although they define the frame of a given bone.

$$\delta$$ Note that it can happen that ray-shooting does not give the right association due to very complex geometry such as a skin which would be heavily wrinkled at rest. In such cases, the animator would have to paint more appropriate skinning weights, or the later would have to be computed on a simplified version of the skin mesh. As it is, our method gave satisfactory results in all the examples we tested.
be highly dominant. In contrast, parts which are evenly far from many bones, such as the belly, have evenly distributed influences: more volume will be lost in those parts using the SSD method, but this is also where the volume-correcting displacements will mostly take place.

5.2. Computing local volumes

Once skinning weights have been defined, the character is segmented into regions where the volume is to be locally preserved. We use these as a Voronoi-like definition of regions: they are set to be the parts of the mesh for which a given skeleton element has the maximal skinning weight as seen in Figure 1 (b) and 6 (a). It is required that the volume difference in one part does not influence the correction in other parts, therefore the different segments do not overlap.

For each region, the local variation of volume $\Delta V_i$ is now estimated. As the segmented regions are not closed (the partitions being just defined over the mesh), the variation of volume is only estimated. Regions of the deformed shape and rest pose are compared to their image after being transformed into a local frame given by the inverse of the transformation matrix $T_i$ (see (6)) of the bone of main influence. Then the local signed volume difference of every pair of triangles $(p_i, p_j, p_k)$ and $(\overline{p}_i, \overline{p}_j, \overline{p}_k)$ between rest and deformed pose is calculated by considering the prism spanned by these two triangles as shown in Figure 6 (b). Since quadrilateral faces of the prism are generally not planar, we proceed following [BK03], by splitting them into 4 subtriangles at their centroid. This guarantees that neighboring faces share a common edge. Finally, the small signed volume variations are summed up on the entire region.

\[ \Delta V_i = \sum_i \alpha \omega_i \gamma_i, \]

\[ \gamma_i = \left( \frac{2(\max_j(\omega_i) - \frac{1}{2})}{\min_j(\omega_i)} \right)^\beta. \] (8)

5.3. Correcting local volumes

Once a local volume variation is computed, the correction has to be localized on the corresponding part of the skin mesh. Let’s call $\gamma$ the correction map associated to the region $s$. In order to avoid discontinuities, the $\gamma$ values should smoothly decrease to zero in the neighborhood of the boundaries. Therefore the non-smoothness of the boundary of a given region does not imply an irregular correction. Eq. (7) is modified to take into account the distance to the boundary (characterized by $\omega_0 < \frac{1}{2}$)

\[ \gamma_i = \left( \frac{2(\max_j(\omega_i) - \frac{1}{2})}{\min_j(\omega_i)} \right)^\beta. \]

For each segment $s$ the final correction magnitude $\rho_s$ of its vertices $k \in s$ is computed using (5) where $\Delta V_i$ is replaced by $\Delta V_s$.

In addition to improving results, the local volume preservation method speeds up computations: If the volume variation $\Delta V_s = 0$, no other calculation is needed for the sections $s$. Therefore, if only some parts of a complex shape are animated, the correction process automatically focusses on those parts.

5.4. Preventing Fold-overs

The SSD method does not guarantee that the deformed mesh will not auto-intersect when an articulation bends a lot. Further benefit of our automatic segmentation method is to be able to automatically detect and prevent such fold-overs: instead of auto-intersections, the skin vertices of a region are constrained to stay on a contact surface with their neighboring region, resulting in more local compression, which will be automatically corrected by an extra volume preservation step. More precisely, the idea is to recompute the bone of main influence for a vertex at each deformation step using the weight computation method in section 5.1: If the bone of main influence is not, at the deformed pose, the one associated to this vertex during segmentation, a fold over is detected. This vertex $k_a$ is then translated back to the contact surface. The direction of translation $t_{k_a}$ for the vertex $k_a$ is given by $p_{k_a} - I_{k_a}$, where $s_a$ is the original segment linked to $k_a$ and $I_{k_a}$ is the closest point from $p_{k_a}$ on the bone $s_a$. The displacement is iterated such that

\[ p_{k_a}^{n+1} = p_{k_a}^{n} + \Delta t \cdot t_{k_a}, \]

until $k_a$ reaches the border of its original region (see Figure 7). In order to speed up calculation, this computation is only done at vertices inside a bending joint.

Once this step has resulted in at least one translated vertex, another volume preservation step is applied to this region (see Figure 10).

6. Results and Discussion

Our method has been tested on animal models such as an elephant and a giraffe toy. In the giraffe case, the mesh, the skeleton, skinning weights and motion examples were defined by an artist. For the elephant example, the
sketch of the hand in Figure 10. The finger is bent until self-intersection occurs when no prevention over fold-over is applied.

**Figure 7:** Method to avoid self-intersection. Vertex $k_a$ is detected in the region linked to the green bone while its original region was the red one. $k_a$ is thus translated along $t_{k_a}$ until it reaches border of its associated region.

**Figure 8:** Results for the organic effect. First line: Classical SSD. Second line: Our organic effect, the left picture illustrates the $\gamma$ intensity in red (note that gamma values are shown for each local region).

skeleton was extracted from the mesh using Aujay’s algorithm [AHL07], and our method for computing skinning weights was used. Figure 8 and 9 compare the rubber and the organic effects on the giraffe model for an unrealistic bent of the neck. As expected, the giraffe on Figure 9 looks-like the real rubber giraffe we used as a model. Our experiments, also shown in the joint video, included bending the elephant into extreme poses (see Figure 1). Improvement can be noticed in the belly region due to its large compression, but also in trunk and legs parts.

Finally, the fold-over free effect is illustrated by the example of the hand in Figure 10. The finger is bent until self-intersection occurs when no prevention over fold-over is applied.

**Figure 9:** Illustration of the rubber effect. a) & b) Deformation with classical SSD. c) $\gamma$-map for the rubber effect. d) & e) Our rubbery effect. f) Real rubber giraffe toy with bent neck.

**Figure 10:** Illustration of the fold-over free application. a) Original mesh. b) Bended finger with classical skinning. c) Simple volume restoration (self-intersection at the junction) d) Fold-over free effect, self-intersections are prevented and the bulge effect is increased.

**Performance:** Although our algorithm is fully implemented on CPU, the volume deformation was calculated at interactive rate for all our examples. Table 1 shows some speed calculation for the different models.

**Limitations**

Our results have shown that the correction of volume gives a more plausible visual appearance to deformed characters. The process is almost exact for small deformations (due to the linearization) in the case where only a single interior do-
main is defined. However, when segmentation is used, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>cylinder</th>
<th>giraffe</th>
<th>elephant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of vertices</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1677</td>
<td>5720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS (classical skinning)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS (volume correction)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performances in frames per second.

variations of the volume are only approximated due to the
calculation performed on a local region with no well defined
boundary. The variations are still well approximated if the
surface inflates; however if twisting or blending in the local
referential occurs, the error increases (see Table 2).

Reapplying the correction vector from a step to the next one
could be a solution to start with a better guess. We can also
consider to correct $M$ times a variation $\Delta s$.

Also, our correction depends on the connectivity of the
mesh via the computation of $\nabla V(P)$ on a triangulated sur-
face. This dependence could however be limited by using a
ring operator to compute the gradient value \[ \nabla s \].

The described fold-over free method is mainly oriented
deal with self intersections due to the neighboring of two
bones and the associated flesh.

For the provided example of the hand, 4 to 7 displacement
steps were needed to treat the fold-over with a small dis-
placement fixed to 1/20th of the finger width. The com-
plete hand counted 8636 vertices. The fold-over detection
ran over the four fingers leading to the weights-recalculation
for 760 vertices. With the given deformation, a correction
was needed for 95 vertices and was followed by a volume
correction for two segments. This extra consideration was
slowing down our algorithm by a factor of 25% and ran at 9
fps.

However, for complex geometry, two regions of the flesh
associated to the same bone could intersect each other, and in
this case our solution for preventing fold-overs would fail.
The displacement iteration could also be more-robust and
speeded-up. First of all, the current implementation of this
method with a constant displacement $\Delta s$ implies that the or-

togonal flesh width has to be larger than $\Delta s$ in order to guaran-
tee the convergence of the algorithm. This cross-section
width could be taken into account to apply a larger displace-
ment where the section is large and an exact contact is not
needed. Moreover, combined with the knowledge of the dis-
tance to the associated bone, this small displacement could
also be automatically adjusted to be larger in regions located
far from the bone.

The assumption that more skin bulging happens in places
farther from the bone may not always hold when the bones-
graph becomes complex inside the body. Parameters can still
be set-up in the algorithm to take into account some physio-
logical a-priori. For instance, in the elephant case, belly de-
formation is principally function of the distance to the spine,
thus the deformation should probably not be influenced by
legs bones. In such a case, when flesh-dependencies are
known, the correction weights can integrate this constraint
in explicitly defining the set of bones to take into account
for a given region. As show in fig. 11, the distance term $d_{s}$
associated to the belly region in (8) only takes into account
distance to the spine.

Figure 11: Example of weight distribution in a complex
case. The bulging in the belly parts depends on the distance
to the spine. To give nicer results, the distances to the bones
of the legs are not taken into account.

7. Conclusion and future work

We have presented a volume correction method that pre-
serves the volume of a character to a constant value during
deformations, while acting as a correction step for standard
SSD skinning, and thus enabling us to use the standard pro-
duction pipeline. The input is a skin mesh and an associ-
ated animation skeleton. If not available, skinning weights
can be automatically computed. Our method first applies
a pre-computation stage in which the model is segmented
into local correction maps distributing the strength of vol-
ume restoring displacements. Then, at each animation step,
a closed-form solution to the volume restoration problem
computes displacements of the vertices along their normal.
Our method does not only correct the most obvious arti-
fact of SSD (collapsing elbow) - but also generates adequate
local bulges due to the local preservation of the main sub-volumes of flesh.

The method is directly usable on preexisting models. In applications where a realistic character needs to be designed, it saves a lot of time compared to the usual set up process, since there is no longer need for binding influence shapes to the skeleton. In real-time applications, our method can replace the popular blend shapes, thus greatly reducing the amount of user input. Lastly, our plausible guess for skinning weights enables to couple the method with an automatic extraction method of the animation skeleton, and thus use it when only a skin mesh is provided.

Future work includes providing a more efficient implementation based on GPU. Although our test has been performed on the most classical, standard SSD method, our volume constraint method acts as a post-correction layer. Therefore any other better deformation method based on skinning weight such as [KZ05] is suitable. Combining our work with the dynamic skinning method of [LCA05] could also be very interesting since the addition of dynamic vibration of the flesh region would further enhance realism.
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